About the Sustainability Plan
The City of Whitehorse is committed to maintaining a healthy
environment and good quality of life for everyone over the long term - in
other words, to becoming a sustainable community. All citizens have a
role to play in moving towards our goals and targets, and the City has a
special responsibility in helping us make choices towards sustainability.

Why plan?
Sustainability planning is about anticipating, encouraging, and using
change and development to create environmental and social benefits.
Sustainability planning is an opportunity for the City to:
x
x
x
x

Identify community and environmental values
Engage the community in a conversation about sustainability
Harmonize and integrate discrete City and community projects
and initiatives
Define a path for the future

realistically accomplished by the City. The plan will form a stronger
basis for decision-making, operational improvements, and partnershipbuilding.

Process
The City of Whitehorse is constantly planning, implementing, and
improving. With each plan, whether a high level strategic plan such as
this, or a theme-specific one, the City aims to capture both the practical
knowledge and visionary ideas of employees and residents. Planning is
a process not only of setting direction, but also of harmonizing and
integrating existing plans and ongoing work into a future direction.
The major work of the plan consisted of the following:
1.
2.

Origin of the 2015 Sustainability Plan
Whitehorse has had an Integrated Community Sustainability Plan
(ICSP) since 2007. The ICSP has been the City’s guide to infrastructure
investment, required under the 2005-2015 Gas Tax Agreement and
was prepared using a process and template provided by the
Government of Yukon.
As a follow-up to the ICSP, the City developed a Strategic Sustainability
Plan (SSP) in 2008, which engaged the community on values and
issues beyond infrastructure. The SSP was later integrated into the
Official Community Plan, and many specific actions were implemented.
This 2015 update is intended to reflect aspirations for the entire city and
community, while providing the basis for future actions that can be

3.
4.

Plan review. Analysing existing City plans and publications
for strengths and gaps.
Set preliminary goals and targets. This phase involved
conversations with City staff, stakeholders, and the general
public to verify the vision in the original plan and set
preliminary goals and targets.
Plan development. Preliminary goals were refined and
assigned community targets based on municipal best
practices and existing City targets.
Action planning. This phase of work consisted of verifying
the preliminary goals and targets, then identifying actions,
partnerships and methods to help move towards meeting the
targets and reaching those goals.

The public and stakeholders were asked to contribute to the plan during
phase 2, and then again the plan was drafted. The engagement
summary reports are available at www.whitehorse.ca/sustainabilityplan.
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• I’m heartened that input is kept. I’d like to suggest it be kept on-line
so others can see what people propose and not have to reinvent the
wheel.
• Commuter storage is very cheap. Archive it well with good access: hire
a librarian, not just a web designer.

Vision
In developing its first Strategic Sustainability Plan in 2007, the City asked the community to help identify a long-term vision and underlying values
for Whitehorse. The vision and values were reconfirmed during a sustainability charrette during that process, and were refined slightly for this 2015
update. The vision is:
“Whitehorse will be a well planned, self-sustaining, innovative community that leads in management and conservation of
wilderness, energy, and resources for the future. Whitehorse will strive for a good quality of life for all, a stable economy, and a
socially diverse community.”

Values
Whitehorse Residents Value a Sense of Community
Whitehorse has a small town feel, yet offers big city services. People
are friendly and involved in the community. Residents value the
uniqueness of our community and celebrate the diversity of our people.

are proud of our accomplishments and support innovators and new
ideas.

Whitehorse Residents Value Contributions of First
Nations

Whitehorse is a safe community that offers a balanced lifestyle.
Residents of Whitehorse appreciate challenging work and nearby
recreation. We value the intergenerational mix of our population, access
to health care and educational opportunities.

The Kwanlin Dün First Nation and the Ta’an Kwäch’än Council have
Final and Self Government Agreements. We value the First Nations’
culture, traditions and governments. We appreciate and respect their
stewardship of the land. Whitehorse residents value the participation
and contribution of the Kwanlin Dün First Nation and the Ta’an
Kwäch’än Council and their people.

Whitehorse Residents Value the Beauty and Closeness of
Nature

Whitehorse Residents Values our Vibrant and Diverse
Arts and Cultural Community

The Yukon River runs through Whitehorse and our city is surrounded by
mountains. Our residents value the nearby access to the wilderness.
Residents cherish the wildlife, green spaces and trails in our
neighbourhoods and the connections to other neighbourhoods. We
value clean air and clean water.

Whitehorse residents are proud of our heritage and enjoy our many
community events and celebrations. We support our many artists and
celebrate their unique and diverse works and performances. We value
the cultural facilities which attract outside artists to perform and exhibit
in our city.

Whitehorse Residents Value Leadership

Whitehorse Residents Value Local Businesses

Whitehorse has world class recreational, cultural and educational
facilities. We are leaders in business, science, culture and sports. We

Whitehorse residents value the ability to shop locally and support local
businesses. Whitehorse residents are proud of Whitehorse and Yukon
based businesses and their positive contributions.

Whitehorse Residents Value their Quality of Life
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• Here we have the basic affirmation that a Yukon River Trail running
through our city should be a goal — think Walking Tourism.
• We hiked the Isle of Man coastal Path a couple of years ago. They
wanted/needed economic development and looked to tourism. So they
identified existing pieces of trail and drew road connections for missing
pieces. Then they built stairs, bridging, got landowner permissions to
move fences, and generally worked to connect trail pieces to make even
more of the trail right along the beaches and cliffs. They designed a
trail marking symbold and use it throughout the whole 90+ mile trail.
Inspiring.

• WALKING on great interpreted safe trails( think Grey Mountain Ridge or
Yukon River Trail above Canyon City)  is a perfect answer to:
• “A tourism experience is what you remember”;
• “Visitors seek authentic interactions; want to participate, learn, be active
rather than passive consumers of entertainment or demonstrations. They
want active engagement through shared experience, discovery and
adventure often centred on Aboriginal understanding and knowledge of
nature; ...” Canadian Tourism Commission, 2015 presentation to TIA Yukon

• With some pretty minor work we could also have world class hiking
walking trails. A big need is waymarking:
• With current way of trail naming it is tricky to name a route or a loop  
trail when it’s made up of 4 or 5 different named trails.
• Waymarks signs needs a graphical icons, very clear and recognizable
• need to show walker, Mountain Bike
• is it a dangerous/fast mountain bike directional trail? needs warning
signs at bad spots.
• It needs to have trail name and route name; Like the city
neighbourhoods have street name themes, perhaps Long Lake/Hospital
trails could have medical symbols; Chadburn could have trees; Hidden
Lakes could use animals; Paddy’s Pond /Ice Lake could be birds,... or
some such scheme.
• signs to be visible in winter also. Long lasting, cheap, easy to affix to
tree or rock face or fence or post...
• Trail maps critically need both a local map and an index map
showing where you are on a bigger, area map.

Themes
The Whitehorse Sustainability Plan (WSP) is an update of the previous
2008 plan. While the overall direction of the plan has not changed
significantly, the following themes that describe how the update differs
from the previous plan.

Leadership through partnership
Like the 2008 plan, the WSP emphasizes the need for the City to show
leadership in sustainability. Where the previous plan may have
emphasized leadership by example through direct action, education,
and communication, this plan makes a shift towards the City leading
through partnership and facilitation with other organizations,
governments, and citizens.

Citizen stewardship
For the City to move to new levels of sustainability, citizens must be
engaged like never before. The WSP reflects a shift in thinking from
citizens being informants and advocates to being actively involved in
stewardship of Whitehorse’s public infrastructure and natural resources.
In this way, citizens are recognized as important partners in achieving
long-term sustainability goals.

Integration into City business
The City has made significant progress in the 5 years since the first
SSP was adopted. As part of the update, the City is integrating
sustainability considerations into how it makes decisions, how it reports

annually, and how it prioritizes projects. These changes will help staff
and Council apply the broad concept of sustainability in practical,
effective ways on a daily basis.

Focus on our existing assets.

• So just how do I as a walking innovator, walking advocate, get to be
part of this?

The WSP attempts to focus on doing more and better with the
resources the City already has. These assets include, for example, a
vibrant downtown, our three oldest neighbourhoods, our trail system,
and our infrastructure.

Stay the course
Since the 2008 SSP, the City has developed a number of detailed plans
and strategies, and others are in progress. Similarly, the Yukon and
First Nations governments have also developed influential plans. The
updated WSP builds on and synthesises previous work.

Continuous learning, more ambition
Reflecting a shift across North American municipalities, the WSP is
moving towards measuring progress towards clear, ambitious, longterm targets. Setting long-term targets allows the City and its partners
to jointly monitor progress, adjust strategy to reflect successful
approaches, and drive coordinated action.

• Engaged like never before; actively involved; important partners: Big
statements!
• Committees and task forces need to have an open, honest approach to
things, not an agenda, rubber stamp concept. People are volunteers and
don’t want their time to feel wasted.

• Doing more with existing assets. We have great trails: we need some
connections, we need more neighbourhoods level loops; we need trails
properly named, signed and waymarked, made to feel safer.
• We need a broader trail vision than sports.
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• My ambition is to create a municipal walking agenda.
• We need a walking vision. Healthy activity, affordable for even the most
disadvantaged to do. Fun, environmental. Tremendous value for walking
tourism. Community building....
• Walking is mostly non-destructive. Well made walking trails are
sustainable.
• Walking is more than a slice of active transportation.
• Promoting walking trails will appeal to a broader audience than just a
‘trail network’

Ideas for Action
The following actions were identified through public engagement, and focused conversation with City staff, who understand well the possibilities and
limitations of City operations. Actions range from visionary to routine, immediate to long term. However, not all the actions listed can be
accomplished in the timeframe of this plan; prioritization will need to occur during budget and work plan development.

Strong Downtown and Livable Neighbourhoods
Target
Increase livability of all
neighbourhoods

Strategy

Potential Actions

• livability today should include ensuring neighbourhoods are
conducive to healthy living. Walkability is often a word used for one
aspect of this. But Whitehorse has isolated neighbourhoods spread out
over a large land mass with few people living here.
• even our urban neighbourhoods are sparsely populated.
• So for Whitehorse, walkability is not only about sidewalks and publicright-of-ways. It’s having a network of neighbourhood walks of varying
degrees of difficulty, length;  some that work in all seasons, even spring
mud and ice, wetland conditions.

Establish livability criteria specific to Develop and adopt livability criteria in the Official Community Plan
Whitehorse and incorporate into
Better understand the implications and cost of growth for use in planning,
planning, development, and
communication, and decision-making
monitoring
Use innovative land use policies in the Official Community Plan that support
and strengthen urban residential neighbourhoods
Use smart growth principles when designing new neighbourhoods
Consider the future of the airport in the 50-year horizon and be active in
decision-making by other governments.
Work with First Nations on a joint planning pilot project
Improve transit connections to all
neighbourhoods

Implement Transit-related recommendations in the Transportation Demand
Management Plan
Write a Transit Plan that addresses funding, scheduling, fares, user
experience
Investigate feasibility of express transit routes (b-lines)
Increase amenities around key transit exchanges.
Develop targeted Transit programs for specific neighbourhoods

Increase downtown
population density

Develop a new Downtown and
Marwell Plan

Improve development guidance over Quartz Road/2nd Ave neighbourhoods to
make current uses more compatible (senior housing, services).

Mitigate barriers presented by
Second Avenue and improve

Reconfigure 2nd Ave bus stops to better align with pedestrian network and
traffic controls.
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• looking at Marwell without looking at Marwell wetlands, Yukon River
Trail and access to Whistle Bend makes planning too narrow to take
advantage of the physical circumstances of the area. Plans need to look
at trail connections.

Strong Downtown and Livable Neighbourhoods
Target

Strategy

Potential Actions

linkages from downtown to
waterfront

Improve safety, traffic control and traffic calming on 2nd Ave
Improve downtown Transit exchanges in terms of location, amenities,
beautification, and access

• downtown needs access to more ‘wilderness, non-paved trails.’ This
is one focus of a pedestrian footbridge to the Hospital accessing the
Hospital/Long Lake trails.

Implement downtown traffic calming and complete streets throughout
Increase downtown commercial
vibrancy through zoning, incentives,
Explore funding mechanisms for downtown amenities, infrastructure
and innovative revitalization
improvement, and beautification
Promote downtown-specific development incentives
Adjust downtown parking cash-in-lieu amounts (review best practices)

• We need complete trail designation for our feature trails: well mapped,
well signed, good waymarking;  multilingual, interpreted,...

Encourage more cultural amenities and recreation downtown
Use best practices and innovation to increase mixed use in downtown area
Encourage commercial nodes for basic amenities
Continue beautification of downtown through landscaping and complete streets
Look at additional ways to encourage a range of household types to choose
downtown
Foster amenities and services that will facilitate downtown living: car sharing,
equipment libraries, trail connections to wilderness spaces
Address underuse of derelict and vacant sites downtown
Do a follow-up assessment of Downtown Parking Management Plan
Increase relative population
of downtown and 3
neighbourhoods in closest
proximity to downtown

Improve non-motorized linkages,
Consider feasibility of pedestrian and emergency-only linkages across Yukon
including trails, to and from
River
Riverdale, Hillcrest, Valleyview, and
Include guidance within the Official Community Plan specific to Riverdale,
Takhini,
Takhini, Hillcrest and Valleyview
Expand trail plan to include commuter routes
Link parks and corridors
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• trail Plan needs to cover neighbourhood trails.
• Does corridor include public-right-of-ways?
• Internal neighbourhood connections are very important for safety,
attraction to walking. example:  complex neighbourhoods like Copper
Ridge very difficult for walking shortcuts

• neighbourhoods that commonly walk downtown (radius of circle is
2.5 km centered on Main street)
• In reality, McIntyre, Granger,  parts of copper Ridge, parts of Ingram
and Arkell, and Logan are also as close as Takhini.

Strong Downtown and Livable Neighbourhoods
Target

Strategy

Potential Actions
Address gaps in pedestrian and bicycle networks

• Not just Hillcrest, but the rest of the above-the-airport neighbourhoods.
See map previous page.

Work with partners on improving access across Alaska Highway at Hillcrest
Beautify and increase safety of airport trail
Improve transit connections to key
neighbourhoods
Create well-integrated and
innovative infill

see Transportation actions
Identify new areas for development (e.g. downtown south)
Encourage a variety of housing size and style and higher density in existing
neighbourhoods.

• Think long term. The highway corridor widening process is for car
travel. The City should ensure that pedestrians can cross the highway in
safely. One suggestion is a median divider, like Hamilton Blvd, providing a
constant safety island for trail users.

Encourage buildings that can be flexible and adaptable to changes in life
(growing or shrinking families, aging, etc).
Explore zoning and new incentives to increase secondary suites
Consider options for shared storage space for household recreational
equipment

Efficient, Low Impact Transportation
Target
Increase active
transportation and transit
mode share

Strategy
Develop a Transit plan that
addresses funding, scheduling,
fares, promotion, user experience,
and infrastructure

Potential Actions
Improve transit stop infrastructure
Review peak time service
Consider possibility of express lanes for buses and bikes
Work with First Nations to optimize service

Improve Transit customer
experience

Explore smart phone payment for Transit
Provide real time schedules for buses
Improve accessibility of bus stops and routes to bus stops for mobility devices.
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Efficient, Low Impact Transportation
Target

Strategy
Improve Transit partnerships

Potential Actions
Work with employers to encourage harmonizing work times with transit
schedule (start with City Hall)
Expand transit partnership with Yukon Education

• More people will start walking recreationally and then consider the
generally longer walks that most neighbourhoods face for active
transportation.

Expand transit partnership with box stores
Work with other orders of government and large employers on developing
employee parking strategy
Consider private sector partnerships to offer specialized transportation
services
Update the Trail Plan to enhance
links between recreation and
commuter networks

Incorporate commuting trails into Trail Plan
Link trails with transit stops with signage

• Include public right-of-ways on mapping!

Incorporate neighbourhood and wilderness trails into commuting/active
transportation map, as appropriate
Examine feasibility of expanded winter maintenance of network
Enhance bicycle and foot network
between neighbourhoods and to
downtown

Improve Two Mile Hill and Range Road intersection -- link to Strong Downtown
and Livable Neighbourhoods
Improve access and clearing of south side Two Mile Hill, or relocate
Improve Porter Creek bike connection
Improve crossing of Alaska Highway at Hillcrest, and at other areas of the city.
Develop Whistle Bend route with help of Whitehorse Urban Cycling Coalition
Address network deficiencies identified in Transportation Demand
Management Plan

Assess, communicate, and account
for costs of transportation
dominated by personal vehicles

Improve reporting on the true cost of roads to the City (link to Resilient
Economy)
Ensure private developments incorporate Smart Growth principles
Explore options for collective/shared transportation in country residential
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• All intersections should allow future city growth and changing
recreational values and more active recreation values. They should all
allow pedestrian crossings.
• help from community associations too? Why wouldn’t you include
walkers? Our needs are also important.
• Plan isn’t a walking network and a bicycling network?
• Rationale for this Goal says “improves physical health”. So we need
to combine recreational trails and active transportation trails to make
desirable walking route. Think going from downtown to Whistle Bend:
mix of boring paved trails and delightful wetland, high riverbank trails
can be used with a bit of planning.

Healthy Environment and Wilderness
Target

Strategy

Potential Actions
Improve parks practices on water requirements and educate
Incorporate low flow devices into City and other commercial buildings
Establish pesticide/herbicide policy

Meet the national standard
for drinking water quality

Manage potential for watershed
contamination

Create storm water management plan with enforcement
Create guidelines and policies around snow storage and removal
Minimize impact of runoff and infiltration from City snow dumps
Increase safety standards of fuel tanks
Improve spill reporting from fuel tanks
Create water protection policies and practices that address runoff from existing
and new development (e.g. onsite filtration, bioswales)
Decrease risk from fuel tanks by implementing recommendations from the
2014 Fuel Tank Storage Assessment

• By the same token wilderness designated as such within the UCB needs
to be doubly protected. McIntyre Creek is an obvious example.

Consider pesticide and herbicide ban
Maintain current wilderness
areas

Focus development on Urban
Containment Boundary (UCB)

Determine area of current Urban Containment Boundary and future growth
areas (white spaces in the Official Community Plan)

• I thought this area analysis/designation was done in  FD and FD FN in
both the 2010 OCP and the 2012 Zoning Bylaw?

Commit to infill projects to increase density within existing neighbourhoods
Continue to encourage increased density as a method of maximizing already
developed areas
Manage greenspace to rehabilitate, Inventory degraded greenspaces and develop rehabilitation plans
limit development access, limit
Establish a tree policy for boulevards and urban trees
crossings, and fragmentation
Retain or increase area of
regional parks

Manage and expand Regional
Parks

• Institute a dark sky policy for street  and highway lighting and mega

Collate ecological metadata within City

• work with community associations, individuals. Trail user groups could
be part of process, not the focus of the plan.

Develop parks management plans
Work with partners to update information on significant wildlife corridors
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Healthy Environment and Wilderness
Target

Strategy

Potential Actions
Incorporate First Nation’s community-based mapping work into management
planning

Consider park expansion through
reclamation or designation

• McIntyre Creek Park has large yechy places that the college could use
as learning/teaching experience for northern community rehabilitation.

Identify areas to enhance or restore habitat and other natural values (e.g.
brownfields, etc)
Explore new tools for long term designation of regional parks

Reduce number of reported
human-wildlife conflicts

Reduce bear attractants from
residential and commercial sites
through education, regulation, and
other controls
Educate the public on wilderness
values and wildlife conflict

Require secure storage of waste for residential and commercial sites through
bylaw
Partner with businesses and non-profits to provide secure storage options

• We can’t talk of trail safety without looking at wildlife. “Staying safe on
trails” walks would be very popular in neighbourhoods, making a great
social event and trail introduction for many.

Educate on attractant management
Use progressive enforcement measures to support attractant management
Educate on human-wildlife conflict avoidance

Green Buildings and Infrastructure

Target
City owned buildings: Plan
new buildings for 50% more
efficient than the National
Energy Code (NECB)

Strategy
Design new Operations and
Service buildings with a target of
80% better than NECB

Potential Actions
Build an energy management program into the operating costs to optimize
performance

• integrate into trail system
• allow Valleyview and McIntyre  and above the airport pedestrian
access, and make pedestrian access from Takhini and downtown
attractive.

Night time audit of existing City buildings to inform energy programs
Audit Utilities Service Building pre- and post-2014
Conduct audit immediately after new buildings are built
Create policy for common understanding of environment at work (levels of
heat, light, etc)
Create City-wide policy for how buildings will be operated

City owned buildings: Make

Conduct energy assessments and

Establish controls on existing buildings
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Dynamic and Diverse Culture, Heritage, and Arts
Target
Increase participation rates
in local arts, culture, and
heritage events, including
FN initiatives

Strategy
Give more attention to aesthetic
aspects of infrastructure

Potential Actions
Extend Arts Policy to all capital infrastructure projects
Increase functional and interactive art
Integrate art into transit shelters, bike racks, and other infrastructure
Partner with local partners on functional art
Locate City events within McIntyre subdivision
Partner with First Nations in art, programming, infrastructure beautification
Look for synergies in use of heritage buildings
Consider a cultural district downtown

Be more active in diversity
initiatives in partnership with other
groups and First Nations

Reach out to diverse group to explore opportunities to increase programming
Integrate various cultural events into a festival for community and economic
development benefits
Track in-kind City support for arts, culture, and heritage events and initiatives
Use Essential Guide to Services to gain more statistical information from
organizations
Compile participation rates in events from grant recipients

• My whitehorseWalks.com website has a Welcome to Whitehorse page
that I try to keep relevant.

Partner to pilot a welcome program to help newcomers be active in
community
Translate key City documents
Work with cultural groups to increase participation in programming
Engage businesses and community and service clubs to support low income
kids to participate in recreational activities
Continue Wolf Creek interpretive signage
Continue work with First Nations on interpretive signage
Work with First Nations on public art opportunities, such as banners and
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• Integrate recreational trails into cultural programming through
interpretation
• Interpret Yukon River trail, especially Marwell wetlands, which is KDFN
land. This would really make a great connection with the KDFN Cultural
Center

Dynamic and Diverse Culture, Heritage, and Arts
Target

Strategy

Potential Actions
infrastructure-based art

Work with First Nations, the
heritage community, and arts
community to make links to
sustainability

Encourage the conservation of existing heritage buildings through existing and
new incentives and recognition
Work with heritage community on conservation of built heritage as a waste
diversion opportunity
Foster opportunities for cultural heritage and city spaces to intersect, such as
through storytelling and game-playing
Partner with First Nations and college on interpretive material

Social Equity: Affordable Housing and Poverty Reduction
Target

Strategy

Reduce percentage of
Advocate for and partner on
households spending more affordable housing with other orders
than 30% of total income
of government
on shelter
Use planning and development
tools to encourage or require
inclusion of affordable housing and
support less expense and more
dense housing

Potential Actions
Advocate for integrated social housing from partners
Examine ways to partner on affordable housing initiatives
Use inclusionary zoning as a means of requiring social housing with market
housing developments
Plan for Habitat for Humanity lots in Whistle Bend
Explore partnerships with First Nations on alternative housing options (e.g. tiny
and small homes)
Be ready for economic changes (e.g. mining) in terms of housing availability
and leveraging benefits for the community

Reduce income disparity
between the top and
bottom 20% income
earners

Use existing programs to build the
City's profile on poverty issues

Encourage increase to minimum wage
Educate public on City services that promote community wellness
Look for opportunities in the procurement process to include social equity
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• Integrate recreational trails into cultural programming through
interpretation
• Interpret Yukon River trail , especially Marwell wetlands which is KDFN
land. Integrate this with the KDFN Cultural Centre and the Waterfront
Trail.

Social Equity: Affordable Housing and Poverty Reduction
Target

Strategy

Potential Actions
requirements
Articulate and promote City's position and role on poverty reduction

Increase number of City-led
and City-supported
initiatives (projects,
programs, services) that
directly address the needs
of low income citizens

Talk directly with marginalized
people to understand their needs
and learn how to address them
Use partnerships with organizations
and First Nations to increase
access to City programs and
facilities, transportation, and
nutritious food by low income
residents

Use community partners to make contacts and find opportunities
Increase participation in group transit program, especially for low income riders
Partner with other governments or organizations (e.g. social assistance) to
enable access to City programs
Promote access to free or low-cost recreation, such as trails and parks
Support existing programs: Kids Recreation Fund, Canada Games Centre
programming, summer camps
Promote free recreational activities, such as trail use, walking, use of existing
outdoor fitness equipment.

Connected, Engaged, Participatory Community
Target

Strategy

Potential Actions

Increase number of active
and engaged community
associations

Improve capacity of community
associations and provide
opportunities for involvement

Facilitate networking and training opportunities with community associations

Increase number of City
partnerships on special
events and joint projects

Develop new partnerships on
community special events

City increase participation in established community celebrations that foster
pride (e.g. Canada Day)

Educate community associations on appropriate and effective roles

Encourage neighbourhood parties and programming
Encourage staff secondments with First Nation governments
Help build capacity in community organizations for event planning
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• Neighbourhoods have a right to have quality walking trails.  
• Example: McIntyre can’t walk on city trails in their neighbourhood
because the  city trails cross ski trails; Ingram backs onto a wetlands so
can’t access these trails without long walks. Neighbourhoods need to be
respectfully involved in these MOUs with groups.
• Whistle Bend has severe recreational trail problems. I’ve suggested
a pedestrian-motorized bridge to access trails on the east side of the
river. This will make Whistle Bend much more desirable as a walking
destination and as a place to live.
• Walking programs address base level for many people who have no
sports interest.

• Community Associations should be city partners not adversaries.
• increase number, not only capacity. Many Urban Containment
Boundary neighbourhoods have NO Community Association. This
should be seen as a problem.
• Hold a Community Association Charette: “Improve your
neighbourhood, start an association”.
• Yearly joint Community Associations meeting to discuss common
opportunities.
• Trail and greenspace issues are often regional in scope so big picture
discussions are good.
• Should be realistic advice: not just YG Justice-level talks that make one
feel “it’s all too complicated for me!”

• questions: where do you walk? How often? Are you ever fearful?
Do you walk recreationally or for active transportation? Are your
neighbourhood trails sufficient for your needs?
• increase quality, not just diversity of public participation methods.
• Often surveys are designed to get the answer the city process wants.
Very hard to fill in if you aren’t toeing the part line so to speak.

Connected, Engaged, Participatory Community
Target

Strategy

Increase percentage of
population that reports
volunteer work

Encourage volunteerism for and by
the City

Increase number of new,
unique, or annual
opportunities for public
participation

Improve and modernize City
communications methods and
capacity

Potential Actions
Include questions on biannual citizen survey about volunteerism--how much
and for whom
Provide more opportunities for formal volunteerism for City events, facilities,
and operations
Consider a City staff volunteer policy
• YES!
Improve City website
Increase social media presence in a meaningful way (two-way communication,
etc)
Do better and more education on taxation and how services are paid for
Use new and innovative engagement tools. Increase diversity of
communication methods and audiences
Use more visual tools in engagement
Increase visual advertising and branding of the City--eg billboards and
benches
Establish a City community engagement position to work with organizations • YES!
and streamline communications
Compile input from different public processes into a central database

• Approach say encourage and
ENABLE

Reactivate the interdepartmental committee on community engagement
Target youth, First Nation, and Filipino communities in consultation

Encourage citizen stewardship over Create opportunities for reporting of vandalism, crime, deficiencies, etc
natural and built resources
Develop web-based citizen reporting of safety and other issues
Improve information sharing with First Nations
Increase direct engagement
with hard-to-reach
audiences (% of major
consultative processes with

Prioritize direct engagement with
hard-to-reach audiences when
engaging with the community and
partner with First Nations when

Work with partners to develop and implement effective ways to engage with
hard-to-reach audiences
Develop simple measures of the representativeness (ethnic, socio-economic,
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• The City and the department recognize that they cannot “go it alone”
in today’s operational climate... — 2007 Parks and Recreation Master
Plan. ie we’re too small, our land mass and number of trails are huge and
the budget for staff is small
• Greenspace and trail stewardship is more than reporting problems:
it’s also about being part of solutions. Respectful regional and
neighbourhood stewardship spreads the load that the city obviously
can’t handle by themselves.

• Task Force processes don’t work well — becomes too focussed on
narrow missions: the Yukon River East Side Trail Task force might have
had some success with creating a major trail network instead of its
“designation of motorized multi-use (MMU) routes on the east side of the
Yukon River” mandate
• Sometimes we have few groups steering a process; and a group is often
just one dominant person’s point of view, legitimized by ‘representing’ a
group.
• Individuals should be allowed to be part of committees.
• There needs to be more open, meaningful public processes, .
• Mapping for city processes needs dramatic improvement— a process
can be derailed by bad mapping. Google Earth makes it much easier to
understand land-based proposals. The city has shown the ability to use
this in the past.
• not sure why you consider these groups and don’t consider walkers
as a target group. Or women? They have valid needs/viewpoints not
usually addressed by trail-user sporting groups. In reality, walkers are the
LARGEST user group!

• Could I, as an individual walking advocate/innovator/whitehorseWalks.
com website host,  be a walking partner?

• The progress status for this Goal says we have “abundant recreation
programs and outdoor recreation opportunities” However these are
often sport-based opportunities with far fewer just plain outdoor
physical fitness

Connected, Engaged, Participatory Community
Target
at least one direct
opportunity)

Strategy

Potential Actions

appropriate

age, etc.) of engagement

Safe and Healthy Community
Target
Percentage of populations
with chronic illness
decreases

Strategy
Support a shift to preventative
health approaches

Potential Actions
Find creative ways to accommodate increased population and aging
population in recreational facilities (e.g. intensify and diversify use)
Strengthen partnerships with health practitioners through special programming
and public education
Expand variety of programs offered at CGC or through active living programs
Encourage active transportation –see Efficient, Low-Impact Transportation
actions

Minimize barriers to a safe and
enjoyable recreational experience

• The progress status for this Goal speaks of framework of paths
separated from roads: these paths along roads are not where people
want to walk. Fine for some active transportation, much less so for
recreational, get-out-in-nature walking
• people are less likely to walk if neighbourhood walking isn’t safe, easy
and attractive
• recreational walking is easier to think about if you live in Copper Ridge
than Active Transportation

Promote existing infrastructure for recreational use, such as through outdoor
programming

• A good example of this would be weekly health walks.

Advertise the safety and social values of participation on trails
Consider establishing a parks programmer position at the City
Continue strong focus on aquatics program

• city has high influence over trail safety: waymarking, encouraging
neighbourhood trail use, thinking of women and feelings of safety. It
could offer trail walking programs that emphasize group safety for timid
trail users.

Incorporate outdoor water safety into the Little People program
Partner with outdoor organizations or other order of government to promote
outdoor water safety
Improve appropriate support for
people with addictions and mental
health needs

Facilitate and advocate for social services that support preventative
approaches
Explore zoning and development solutions that facilitate group homes and
mental health and addictions services
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• City rec department’s Active Living Guide could have a focus on health
and walking. Trail talk.
• let’s have sports as a very far back secondary role! for park
programmer! Sports are over represented.
• Barriers to even greater take-up of Aquafit could be:  uneven
instruction; lack of serious  dialog with participants on programming;
inadequate sound system and  music content;  need for a personal PA
system for instructors; not considering range of people in classes.

Safe and Healthy Community
Target

Strategy

Increase use of trails,
pedestrian pathways, and
commuter routes from 2014
levels

• Trails won’t be thought safe by many without proper waymarking,
adequate safety signage: every intersection; warning shared mountain
bike/pedestrian trail and then flag dangerous spots for both user groups.

Potential Actions

Increase park and trail-based programming and marketing
Increase use of trails, pedestrian
pathways, and active transportation
Create interactive and interpretive signage for trails
routes
Reward trail use through geocaching or incentives
Feature "trail of the month" in different areas

• if we want to market to tourists, especially seniors and Europeans, then
promote walking on the trails, not the trails themselves.

Create interactive online maps of City trails that encourage user feedback on
trail conditions, snow clearing, lighting, and safety
Integrate trails with transit stops

• Do trail of the month in conjunction with neighbourhoods.
• Use as a way of boot-strapping wayfinding on popular trails. Take a list
of trails to do and walk each month on the recently waymarked trail.

Monitor trail and pedestrian pathway usage
Promote Whitehorse as a trails destination and work with organizations on
special outdoor events such as festivals and sport-specific events
As Canada Games Centre reaches capacity, shift focus from facility-based
activities to outdoor park and trail-based activities
Communicate active living values

• On-line mapping results should be easily viewed by everyone. Nonsecret input.

Work with employers and workplaces on corporate wellness initiatives
Implement Transportation Demand Management Plan recommendations on
employer engagement

Minimize safety barriers

Examine lighting of trails and paths in key areas of concern
Improve management of motorized and non-motorized trails use, and of
wildlife-human conflicts

Decrease number of traffic
accidents

nd

Improve traffic safety for vulnerable 2 Ave improvements and traffic calming -- see Strong Downtown and Livable
users
Neighbourhoods
Increase perception of safety on Transit
Use preventative measures to improve traffic safety for vulnerable users
Review and lower speeds for key areas
Conduct a behaviour change campaign around vehicle speed, traffic safety,
and driving practices
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• for some number of potential walkers, walking in groups would give
that feeling of safety. Our Bluemoon hiking group is very careful to not
be organized into any more than a group of friends getting together.
Reasons: no organization duties; awareness of legal implications,
insurance. City should address this.
• the largest changes for pedestrians I see are the Alaska Highway
Corridor plan which ignores recreational and neighbourhood walkers;
and the idea of running a freeway through McIntyre Creek to possibly
shave a few minutes off car travel. These both make a mockery out of
any active living, active transportation, wilderness living images the city
wishes to convey.

• without an organization this implies we can’t have a walking festival.
You would get individuals but there is no walking organization, as
walking is too diverse.
• Many North American places recognize this by having a municipal
section or person whose job is walking.
• again, safety means staying found: waymarking; we could be
progressive and  have FN and artistic designs for waymarking.
Remember these need to be easily unique to the trail, cheap and long
lasting to make and install, visible from a good distance—this should be
• It would seem that motorized use of trails would work by special
interest organizations being on-side, not being adversaries. We need
dialog, not secrecy.

Safe and Healthy Community
Target
Number of vandalism
reports to City decreases

Strategy

Potential Actions

Consider urban design solutions to
safety

Consider the application of Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
guidelines in the context of our wilderness city

• Public right-of-ways need a form of universal signage. Should be a
street-side sign and greenbelt-side sign. They should be clear and put in
obvious places
• Right-of-ways should be protected from encroachment by
neighbouring homeowners.
• They should be clearly mapped on all maps.

Explore urban design solutions for waterfront social issues
Education campaign on vandalism and graffiti reporting
Increase citizen participation and
First Nation partnership in
monitoring and reporting

Engage community residents to report vandalism
Interactive, map-based reporting of hazards, deficiencies
Encourage community groups and individuals to become involved in
beautification and maintenance
Explore First Nations training and capacity opportunities with regard to bylaw
and enforcement
Initiate joint meetings with First Nations to address vulnerable persons

Decrease number of fire
department callouts per
capita

Work with other agencies and First
Nations to address the root cause
of emergency callouts

Strengthen monitoring and analysis of callout data to target certain problems

• With a past history of discouraging participation, ideas like stewardship
need to be well thought out and honest initiatives.

Collaborate with First Nations on safety and housing issues

Raise awareness of personal safety Collaborate with other organizations (such as the Yukon Medical Officer of
Health) on education around high risk behaviour and accident prevention

• Trail use can easily be dangerous: bears, sporty driving by vehicles. This
needs to be part of stewardship and rules of trail conduct by individual
user groups.
• Trail exploration on our mostly unmarked trails could well be defined as
at-risk behavior.

Diverse Local Economy
Target
Maintain a Long Term
Financial Plan (LTFP) and
process for the City of
Whitehorse

Strategy

Potential Actions

Develop a long range financial plan Pursue Asset Management in accordance with best practices
and capital asset management plan
Calculate and fund asset deficits
for the City
Increase public awareness of City infrastructure costs
Align Sustainability Plan, Official
Community Plan, and Long Range

Effectively show what services cost (in annual report or WSP dashboard)
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• Can we break out sports-based infrastructure and programming from
other recreation stuff?
• As well, trail-based, paved-trail-based costs compared to road costs

• Employee parking should be a charged benefit; work with partners in
governments to implement same.

Diverse Local Economy
Target

Strategy

Potential Actions

Financial Plan
Improve monitoring/forecasting of
economic trends to support
Work with other orders of government to collect and obtain useful data
infrastructure, service, and housing
planning
Increase number of
business licenses annually

Reduce internal barriers to
business development

Reduce red tape
Reduce barriers to starting businesses, such as in the zoning bylaw; and
produce better information
Update business license registry to use North American Industry Classification
System

Become the employer of choice

Consider non-monetary employment incentives and benefits

Support entrepreneurship and
innovation

Consider flexible oversight (zoning, policies, bylaws) for temporary businesses
such as mobile vendors, pop ups, etc.

• street/paved trail? Let’s not allow trail/experience degradation

Plan offices and work stations to be more active (e.g. standing/walking desks)

Implement commitments to waterfront development
Improve communications with the business community

• This should not just be a city/business community thing. Else how can
innovators like myself get a topic like walking tourism on the table?

Enable street vendors along pedestrian routes
Increase number of
business licenses annually
Increase the economic
diversity index to 90

Improve the local business climate

Establish a Community Economic Development Strategy implementation
committee
Review and optimize City procurement practices and policies, to remain
adaptable to the local economy
Review and amend bylaws and policies so that Whitehorse becomes a
preferred place to do business
Improve overall communication with the business community
Monthly business walks with the Mayor of Whitehorse
Facilitate the development of an agriculture and food production strategy within
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• Great. But, there are many opportunities the business community get
to lobby Mayor and Council. But what about other walks with the mayor?
We have an innovative community, let’s not stifle it.

Diverse Local Economy
Target

Strategy

Potential Actions

• College, tourism, Chambres of Commerce. Not to be too repetitive, but
how can I get walking on this horizon of being a stakeholder.

the City and surrounding area
Resource development readiness and preparation exercise
Ensure an inclusive economy

Improve public transit that can get people to work

• the research centre could develop locally designed/constructed
sustainable, inexpensive:
• trail surfacing methods for rutted, rooted, muddy trails so spring icy/
muddy trail walking is possible.
• It could devise a kit bridge, boardwalk concept that works for local
wetlands
• Also a signage method for trailheads, waymarking that is affordable for
the wide range of city trails here.
• Airport trail should be a now thing, not a ten year plan. Trail edges
are falling away, eagle-viewing opportunities create new use, Alaska
Highway development wants to block pedestrians at ends of Airport
Perimeter Trail.
• New city operations building will create new pedestrian traffic.

Demonstrate leadership through City employment policies
Work collaboratively with economic development stakeholders within
Whitehorse
Explore the creation of social enterprises and support the social economy
Host a “vibrant community” roundtable that focuses on economic inclusion
Partner with First Nations on economic development opportunities
Champion infrastructure
development

Support the growth and evolution of Yukon College
Promote the use of the Yukon Research Centre
Participate in Whitehorse airport development plan review.
Improve public transportation between the airport and downtown and
neighbourhoods
Participate in with local partners in innovative infrastructure projects
Promote creation of working hives and knowledge clusters
Enhance development incentive policy to capture energy efficiency and
generation

Attract residents

Resident attraction marketing campaign
Partnership agreements with tourism and business organizations
Create positive first points of contact for visitors

Foster an entrepreneurial culture

• don’t forget environmental knowledge clusters. Shouldn’t just be
network specialists!

Support for mobile food vendors, pop-up retailers and other unique business
models
Continue support of local markets
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• This seems only place the Sustainabilty Plan addresses Tourism, in
particular YG Tourism.
• When I talk with other walkers about trying to get walking tourism on
the city’s economic development strategy agenda, people laugh and say,
“Don’t they know that walking tourism is already happening?”
• We need to get tourism marketing —Territorial, TIA and the City’s
own— to suggest visitors could stay in Whitehorse and walk, not just
shop and plan their trip to Carcross or Dawson or the Tombstones. We
offer much more than the Waterfront and Miles Canyon, museums and
• “Actively integrate First Nations in all manner of tourism development
rather than only First Nations cultural expressions” Canadian Tourism
Commission, 2015 presentation to TIA Yukon

• we could be a great walking city. Homes built near parks and walking
trails attract more interest, higher prices.

Diverse Local Economy
Target

Strategy

Potential Actions
Support youth entrepreneurship with annual “lemonade day”
Update business license registry to use North American Industry Classification
System

Create a vibrant downtown core

Explore the creation of an arts and entertainment district on Front Street

• Promote 5 key loop trails at core of city : Waterfront/Escarpment;
HospitalLong Lake trails; Airport Perimeter Trail; Millennium Trail; and
Schwatka/Miles Canyon Trail.
• tie this in with cultural centre, Marwell Wetlands, new pedestrian
bridge near Old Firehall, Hospital/Long Lake trails, .....

Explore the idea of a business improvement district downtown
Explore the creation of a downtown development incentives policy
Encourage existing and new Front Street festivals and events
Review Downtown Parking Plan to promote downtown activity outside of office
hours
Consider opportunities for trail
Work with arts, culture, heritage, and diversity organizations and First Nations
development and recognition of
to continue to support and promote cultural experiences, heritage and historic
cultural landscapes as an economic interpretation
stimulant
Encourage local food/community markets and local food production
Increase energy efficiency building standards as an economic stimulant
Develop parks programs (interpretation, etc)
Complete Trail Plan with consideration of economic opportunities
Support the reuse economy

Target

Strategy

Potential Actions

Work with Government of Yukon on Research impact of stewardship programs on City operations
long term and sustainable territorywide waste management system
Work with partners to ensure efficient and comprehensive stewardship
programs or Extended Producer Responsibility to fund recycling and effective
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• WALKING on great interpreted safe trails( think Grey Mountain Ridge or
Yukon River Trail above Canyon City)  is a perfect answer to:
• “A tourism experience is what you remember”;
• “Visitors seek authentic interactions; want to participate, learn,
be active rather than passive consumers of entertainment or
demonstrations. They want active engagement through shared
experience, discovery and adventure often centred on Aboriginal
understanding and knowledge of nature; ...” Canadian Tourism
Commission, 2015 presentation to TIA Yukon

• We live in a boreal forest, with tons of wetlands, hundred of plant
speciesat the bottom of an old glacial lake, nestled in mountains only
recently freed from glaciers, on a complex geological land mass, beside
a mountain with limestone fossils from being at the base of an ancient
sea — we weren’t part of Beringia— let’s stake out a unique identity.
• Interpretation is often addressed at people moving slower: ATVs,
snowmobiles, trail runners, skiers, mountain bikers all go fast. Walkers go
slower, have time to look about and see plants, mosses, rocks — involve
us!

Zero Waste
Increase waste diversion

• Let me suggest a walking festival based downtown, with downtown
evening walking events, talks, slide shows, ....! It could even have a
Mayor’s Walk as a feature.

• How do we get non-sport walking onto the Trail Plan agenda?
20
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